POPCORN MACHINE
Operation
(
Children are not allowed to operate machine
)
1. Make sure all machine switches are in the OFF position before plugging the equipment into the
receptacle.
2. Plug the machine in.
3. Turn KETTLE Heat and KETTLE Motor switch on.
4. Make test pop with 3 Kernels of corn and 1 oz of oil.
5. Load premeasured popcorn and oil pouch into kettle
6. When corn has popped, empty the kettle.
7. Repeat cycle, starting with #3 above.
8. Always pop 35 batches for best results.

Note
:
A normal popping cycle will take about two minutes and 35 seconds, to three
minutes and 15 seconds. If you get a faster popping cycle, please notify us.

Safety Tips:
* NEVER touch the kettle while it is HOT!
* Never immerse any part of the equipment in water.
* Never use a glass or plastic cleaner that contains ammonia.
It will crack the plastic on the machine.

Cleaning Instructions
Caution: Unplug the machine before cleaning. Never immerse the kettle or any other
machine parts in water.
NOTE: Unit must be cleaned whether you cease operation for a few hours or for the day.

After each series of popping: Unplug machine. Wipe the 
outside
of the kettle with a soft cloth & grease
cutting dishwashing detergent to remove any oil drippings from on the outside of the kettle. Rinse clean.
After you finish popping for the day
: allow the kettle to cool until it is still warm, but not too hot to
handle. Unplug the kettle and remove it from the machine. With a soft cloth and grease cutting
dishwashing detergent, wipe the inside of the Kettle, including the kettle lid, and crossbar. Then wipe the
outer sides and underneath the kettle. Rinse clean.
To clean the cabinet of the machine:Using a clean cloth, wipe excess grease from the glass. Wipe the
outside of the machine also. NOTE: 
Never use a glass or plastic cleaner that contains ammonia. It
will crack the plastic on the machine.
Use a greasecutting dishwashing detergent. Rinse clean. Dry all
parts.
Please Be sure all parts are clean and dry before resuming operation or returning the machine.
Unit must be returned to Knights Tent & Party Rental in the condition it was received:
Cleaned and ready for use. Thank you! Enjoy!

